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1. Introduction. The Hausdorff means of the sequence S0, S„ S2, ••• are

defined by

(i) c7„ = £ (* ) sk £V(i - on"^(o,

n = 0,1,2, •••, where g(f) is of bounded variation in 0 ^ t ^ 1. If, in addition,

g(f) satisfies g(0 4- ) = g(0) = 0 and g(l) = 1, the transform (1) is regular [10, p.

119], i.e., <t„-> S whenever Sn-* S as n -> co.

The Gibbs phenomenon may be described as follows. Suppose that a sequence

of functions {/„(*)} converges to a function fix) for x0 — h ^ x ^ x0 4- h and that

/(x0 4-) and fix0 — ) exist. If, when n -* co and x -* x0 independently,

lim sup/„(x) > max [/(x0 4-),/(x0 -)]

or

lim inf/„(x) < min [/(x0 4-),/(x0 -)],

then {/„(x)} is said to exhibit the Gibbs phenomenon at the point x = x0.

O. Szász [9] proved that the Hausdorff means, corresponding to a particular

git), of the sequence of partial sums of the Fourier series

(2) 2   S1 = — (re - x),       0 < x < 2k,
k = i      k 2

will exhibit the Gibbs phenomenon at the point x = 0 if and only if

f1   CA sm ty i    , , s       k
(3) —f-dydgit)>   —

j o j o     y L

for some A > 0.

It is known [12, p. 61] that the occurrence of the Gibbs phenomenon for the

Hausdorff means of a Fourier series at a point of ordinary discontinuity is equiva-

lent to its presence for the special series (2) at x = 0.
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The purpose of this paper is to find classes of functions, git), which satisfy the

inequality in (3). At first, we generalize some known results of Livingston [4] and

Newman [7]. The class of functions git) = f,n> 0, whch bears a close resem-

blance to the git) for the Cesàro and Holder means [9], provides many counter-

examples. It, like the Cesàro and Holder means, has a constant which breaks up

the interval 0 < n< oo into two intervals such that git) = f presents the phenom-

enon for values of n in one interval whereas for values of n in the other, it does not.

The main result of this paper states that git), with git) ¡t belonging to L2(0,1),

will exhibit the Gibbs phenomenon if and only if //(x) = /?«>/(* + x)git)jt dt is

not positive definite. The conditions on/(f) are liberal enough to allow an ample

reservoir of functions from which to choose. Although it is difficult to determine

whether or not a function is positive definite, and especially the function we have

provided, it is always possible to find an fit), when git) exhibits the phenomenon,

for which H(x) is negative for x = 0 and, therefore, not positive definite. A number

of theorems illustrating this point are included.

2. Some generalizations. In what follows, git) will be used exclusively to denote

a function of bounded variation in 0 ^ t ;£ 1 with g(0 4- ) = g(0) = 0 and g(l) = 1,

and hit) will equal git)/t. We find it useful to let git) be normalized in [0,1],

Furthermore, git) is defined outside this interval by g(i) =1 for t > 1 and

gi-t) = git).

As was mentioned previously, the existence of the Gibbs phenomenon for the

Hausdorff summability method given by git) is equivalent to the statement in (3).

Integration by parts gives

(sin ty)/y dy dgit) =        isin At) ¡t dt -        sin At -^i- dt.
Jo    Jo Jo Jo '

We have, therefore,

Lemma   1.    g(i) will exhibit the Gibbs phenomenon if and only if

(4)

for some A > 0.

rv «      f1          ,   Sit)   ,         fœ sin At .      n
FÍA) =        sin At S1J- dt +        -dt < 0

D. J. Newman [7] has shown that if the measure dg{t) has at least one mass

point and satsifies J0 | dgit) | ¡t2 < oo, then g(t) exhibits the Gibbs phenomenon.

Since git) is continuous at t = 0, his latter condition implies that hit) is of bounded

variation in 0 ^ t S 1 and that ft(0 4- ) = 0. Consequently, Newman's result is

contained in the following:

Theorem 1. Let hit) = git)jt be of bounded variation in 0 g t _ 1, and let

hiO 4- ) = hiO) = 0. git) will exhibit the Gibbs phenomenon if it has at least one

point of discontinuity.
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Proof.   We shall show that FÍA) < 0 for some A > 0 by proving

1. ),FÍA) dA = o(log v)   as y -» oo ,

2. ]'1\F(A)\dA~Mlogy,       M > 0.
We require the following lemmas ; the first two may be proved by integrating by

parts.

Lemma  2.     /"(sin At)/t dt = (cos A) IA + Oil ¡A2) as A -* oo.

Lemma  3.   F(A) = (1 ¡A) J"0 cos At dh{t) 4- 0(1 ¡A2) as A-*co, where hit)

is of bounded variation.

Lemma  4.   If hit) is of bounded variation in 0 ^ t ;§ 1,

í    (l¡A)   Í    cos At dhit) dA = o(log y)

as y-* oo.

Proof.    Let {ôk} denote the points of discontinuity of hit), and let hit) = j{t)

+ c(i) where

7X0=   S   [aíA+)-aíá-)j.
Sk&t

jit) is of bounded variation and c(i) is continuous and of bounded variation.

Lorch and Newman [5] have shown

i    {IIA) I  j     cos ¿i dc(í) j dA = oi\ogy).
Ji I Jo I

Thus, we may consider only

f'(lM)   f    cos At djit) dA =  \\ilA)   S   Dn cos AôndA,
Ji Jo Ji n

where D„ = /i(¿„ 4-) — /i(¿„ —). Since  E„|D„| < co , we may integrate term by

term. Given £ > 0, choose n0 so that  H„è„0|D„| < e. Integration by parts gives

II
,COSSi

g 2 4- -=-   when j = 1.
o„

Therefore,

n<»o

On the other hand,

f'(lM)    2    DncosAôndA    ^   E    (2 + -^-)[D„|
Jl n<no n<no     \ n)

\\    icosAÔ„)IAdA I glogj>,
1J 1

so that
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líIl n^no

Finally,

(IM)     2   D„cosAÔ„dA    ^    S   |Dn|logy^£logy.

]>* /.'
cos At djít) dA = o(log v) 4- e log y.

Since e is arbitrary, the proof is complete.

Proof of 1. By Lemma 3,

VFiA)dA= f'(lM)   f    cos ¿i dhit) dA + 0(1).
Ji Ji Jo

Therefore, by  Lemma   4,   ¡{FÍA) dA = o(log y).

Proof of 2. Let G(4) = J¿ cos ¿i dhit). If we again set h{t) = c(i) 4-;'(0. we

split GÍA) into CL4) 4- JÍA) where J(^4) is almost periodic. It is known [5] that

(1 ly) fol CÍA) I dA -> 0 as y -* oo whereas (1 /y) J2| JÍA) | <L4 -> M > 0, where M
is the mean value of the positive almost periodic function | JÍA) |. Therefore,

illy)   K\GiA)\dA^M.
Integration by parts yields

>ëy Alogy
«ßdA^M.

Since

j'\FÍA)| dA = I'|GÍA)\IAdA + 0(1),

i  | FM) | dA ~ M log y.

The proof is now complete.

The git) in the following example satisfies all the conditions in Theorem 1

except for /i(0 4-) = ft(0) = 0, but does not present the phenomenon. Later,

other counterexamples will be given for this theorem and others.

Example 1.   Let

4í,      0 ^ í ^ i,

git) -i:
i<tái.

Then, from (4),

m>fcizl"Llg Eo,

since
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/» 00 /*C0

(sin t)jt dt = (cos A) IA -        (cos t)\t2 dt

and

f (cos t)\t2 dt <\\A.

Consequently, this git) does not present the phenomenon.

The following theorem is a generalization of a result of Livingston [4].

Theorem 2. Let git) = í/j(í) in ¿>,_i S t < ¿>¡, i = 1, 2, --^n, w/iere ö0 = 0,

and let git) = tf„ + ,it) in ô„ ̂  ( _ <5„+1 = 1. Let f,ÍO) = p, and suppose that for

each i, i = 1,2, •••,» 4- l,/¡(í) is absolutely continuous in (¿,_ !,(>;). Leí c¡ denote

the value of the jump of git)jt at t = o¡. Ifô„ 82,---,è„, and 1 are linearly inde-

pendent over the rationals, the Gibbs phenomenon will hold for g{t) if

g\0) = p < £"«i|c{|. In particular, ifg\0) < 0, git) need have no discontinuities.

Proof.    We may write (4) as

n+l      foi pœ      ■       .

FÍA) = I sin At fit) dt 4-   I     —' dt.
¡ = i   Ja,! Ja        '

Integration by parts plus the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma gives

f '   sin At fit) dt = (1M)[/A-i) cos AS,-! -ftfj) cos Aoj] 4- oil/A).

Thus, by Lemma 2,

(5) FÍA) = (1 M)(P + ct cos A5i + ••• 4- c„ cos ^5n) 4- o(l Mi-

Assume that the c; have been rearranged, if necessary, so that for some m^n,

c„ •••,cm > 0 and cm + „---,c„ < 0. Livingston [4] and others have shown that if

ô,, ••■,ôn, 1 are linearly independent over the rationals, then given any e > 0, there

exist positive odd integers x, I„--,Im and positive even integers Im+„--,In such

that 0 < xôk — Ik < s for k = 1,2, ••-,«.

Let e = l ¡KNn where K and N will be defined shortly. Note that for any

choice of K and N, there are integers Ik such that Knxök — Knlk < 1 ¡N. Since Ik

is odd for 1 = k = m and even for m 4- 1 = /c _ n, c,cosKnxô, 4- ••• 4- c„cos Knxô„

can be made arbitrarily close to — Z"=1| c¡ | if K is a positive odd integer and 7Y is

chosen sufficiently large.

Hence, first choose an N so that, for any choice of (odd) K, there exist x, I,, ■ ■ ■, I„

for which
R

—   £   \c¡ cos Knxöi| 4- p < 0.
i = i
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Next choose K so large that the o(l ¡A) term in (5) is smaller than

(il A) p — Z   \c¡ cos Knxôi |

for all A = Kn. Call A0 = Kn x = K71. For this choice of K and N,FiA0) < 0,

and the proof is complete.

3. Continuous git).

Theorem 3.    Let h\t) exist and be continuous and of bounded variation in

0 ^ í _ 1. git) will exhibit the Gibbs phenomenon if /i(0) = 0 and h\\) # — 1.

Proof.   This proof is similar to that of Theorem 1, except that here we show

FÍA) (4) is negative for some A > 0 by proving

1. \\AFiA) dA remains bounded as y->co,

2. J7| AFÍA) I dA ~ M log y, M > 0.
Proof of 1.   Integration by parts plus Lemma 2 shows that

/:
(6) AFÍA) =       cos At h'it) dt 4- (sin A) ¡A 4- 0(1 ¡A2).

Thus,

i AFiA)dA = fy f cos At h\t)dtdA + f (sin Á)lA dA +  ¡'o(llA2)dA
Ji Ji Jo Ji Ji

- h + h + I3.

I2 and I3 remain bounded as y -» 00. Since h'it) is of bounded variation, we

have, bv Fubini's theorem, that

I,   =   I cos At h\t) dA dt

f1 sinyi,,.. ,        f1 sin t .... ,
= ——hit)dt -        -h'(t)dt,

Jo t                   Jo       »

each of which remains bounded as y -* 00.

Proof of 2.

f    cos At h'(t) dt = A'1 i    h'it) d sin At
Jo Jo

= h'(l)ishiA)IA-A~1 f    sin At dh'it).

Thus, (6) becomes

AFÇA) = [h'(ï) + i](wiA)IA-A~1   f    sin At dh'it) + Oil/A2).
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Lorch and Newman [5] have shown

)   A'1 I j     sin At dh'it)   dA = o(log y).

(It is here that h'it) is required to be continuous.) On the other hand,

y~x       |sin A| dA-*2\n   asy->oo

so that, as in Theorem 1,

r|sinA|M^^(2/7t)logy.

Therefore, if h'(l) # - 1 íg'íí) # 0),

f y | AFÍA) \dA~i2 In) [A'(l) 4-1] log y.

This proves the theorem.

It does seem strange that Theorem 3 requires g'(i) to be unequal to zero

(ft'(l) 5e — 1)- We shall see later, however, that this condition is by no means

peculiar. We have not found a git), with g'il) = 0, which otherwise satisfies the

requirements of this theorem and which does not present the phenomenon.

Nevertheless, we shall construct such a function for which FÍA) is positive for all

large A. As far as this theorem is concerned, this example will suffice to show the

necessity of g'il) # 0, for here FÍA) is negative for some arbitrarily large values

of A.
Example 2.   Let git) = a0 + a,t + ■■• + a6t6. Now, from (4),

F'ÍA) =  Í    cos At git) dt - (sin A) ¡A.

By repeated integrations by parts, we find

F'ÍA) = (lM2)[s'(l)cos a _ g'(0)] - (lMV(l)sin A

+ (11 A4) [g"(0) - gw(l)cos A] + (1 JA*)   f    gw(f)cos At dt.

It is certainly possible to find values of a¡, i = 0,1, •••,6, so that git) satisfies

the conditions: ¿r(0) = 0, s(l) = 1, g'(0) = 0, g'il) = 0, g"(l) = 0, g"(0) = - 1,

and g"(l) = 0. Therefore, by the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma,

F'(A)=-(iM4) + 0(iM5).

Thus, for all sufficiently large A, F'ÍA) is negative. Since FÍA) -> 0 as A -*■ oo
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and FÍA) is a decreasing function of A for all large A, it follows that FÍA) is positive

for all large A.

It is interesting to note how the properties of the continuity of git) and the

order of its zero at t = 0 may be combined to give sufficient conditions for the

existence of the Gibbs phenomenon. The git) in Theorem 3 is continuous and is

required to have a zero of order greater than or equal to two at t = 0. If g(f) is

discontinuous, Theorem 1 allows the order of zero to be lowered by one. If,

however, the order is precisely one, then discontinuity alone is not enough, as

seen in Example 1. In this case, Theorem 2 shows that the linear independence of

the points of jump over the rationals is helpful.

The following three theorems, the proofs of which are not given here, are to a

great extent dependent upon the behavior of git) at t = 0.

Theorem 4. git) will not exhibit the Gibbs phenomenon if it is absolutely

continuous and if g'it) is positive decreasing.

Theorem 5. // hit) = git)/t is of bounded variation in 0 _ t _ 1, and if

g'ÍO) < 0, then git) will present the Gibbs phenomenon.

Theorem 6. Let git) = ff{t) where /(0 4- ) > 0, fit) is of bounded variation

in 0 _ t _ 1, and 0 < a < 1. Then the corresponding FÍA) is positive for all

large A.

It is apparent that if a function which satisfies the conditions in Theorem 6

exhibits the Gibbs phenomenon, then the corresponding FÍA) will be negative

for (some) relatively small values of A only. On the other hand, Theorems 1, 2,

and 3 imply that the corresponding FÍA) will be negative for some arbitrarily

large values of A. Although, as far as Fourier series is concerned, there is no

distinction between FÍA) being negative for small values of A or large values, there

is a difference in being able to give classes of functions which exhibit the phe-

nomenon. This may be seen from the following lemma.

Lemma 5. Let Fj(A) and F2iA) denote the corresponding FÍA) for the

functions g,it) and g2it), respectively. If F,iA0) < 0 and if | g,it) — g2ít) | is

sufficiently small, then F2iA0) < 0.

Proof.

F2ÍAo) = F Mo) + j1  S-^' lgi(t) - *i(0] dt.

It is possible, therefore, to construct functions, having various properties at

t = 0 and elsewhere, which will exhibit the phenomenon because they are close to

another function which does. Let us use the class of functions git) = t" as an

example.

It shall be seen later that gif) = t does not exhibit the phenomenon while
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git) = t2 makes FÍA) negative for arbitrarily large A. Hence, Lemma 5 implies

that git) = t" will present the phenomenon when n is sufficiently close to two.

We shall show, however, that if git) = t", 1 < n < 2, makes FÍA) negative for

some A > 0, it does so only for relatively small values of A.

This class of functions will be studied in detail in the next section. It is noted

here that Theorem 8 shows that the requirements in Theorem 1 that git) be

discontinuous and in Theorem 3 that h'it) be continuous and of bounded variation

are not necessary conditions. On the other hand, it shows that these theorems are

no longer true once these conditions are removed.

4. A special case. The Hausdorff means given by git) = t" bear a close

resemblance to the git) for the Cesàro and Holder means which are, respectively,

g(t) = í-(í-ty,     p>o,
and

•»-TO/.'KP*   ">a
It is known [12, p. 110] that a constant p0 exists such that the Cesàro means of

order p, (C, p), exhibit the Gibbs phenomenon if and only if p < p0, where

0 < p0 < 1. Such a constant p„ with p0 < p, < 1, exists for the Holder means also

[9]. We proceed to prove a corresponding result for the means given by git) = f.

Lemma 6.   git) = t does not exhibit the Gibbs phenomenon.

Proof.   From (4),

F'ÍA) =   j     t cos At dt - (sin A) ¡A = (1 /A2)(cos A - 1) = 0.
Jo

Therefore, FÍA) decreases from n /2 to 0 as A increases from 0 to oo, and is

never negative for positive A.

Lemma 7.   git) = t2 exhibits the Gibbs phenomenon.

Proof.   Theorem 3.

Theorem 7. There is a value of n = n0, 1 < n0 < 2, for which git) = t" does

not exhibit the Gibbs phenomenon.

Proof.   The proof will be a consequence of the following lemmas.

Lemma 8. Let FM) and FM) denote the corresponding FÍA) for the functions

g,it) and g2it), respectively. If FM) > 0 when 0 ;£ A = A0 and if \ g,it) - g2ít) \

is sufficiently small,  then F2iA) > 0 for A _ A0.

Proof.

FM) = FM) + £ %^l>2(0 - *i(0] *■
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Let gait) = *2~*,0 á *á ls and denote the corresponding FÍA) for each a. by

FM)-

Lemma 9. Giüen 40> 'ei mo ^e *Ä« /east upper bound of all a, 0 = a = 1, /or

w/iicft PaM) < 0/or some A = ¿0. T/ien FmM) = 0/or a// 4 = ^0 ««<* -^„O4)= 0

/or some A _ 40.

Proof. If F„M) were negative for some A = A0, Lemma 5 would imply that

m0 is not the least upper bound. In the same way, Lemma 8 proves the second

statement.

Lemma   10.    m0 # 1 for any value of A0.

Proof. The proof of Lemma 6 implies that not only is FM) = 0 but that

FM) > 0. Hence, by Lemma 9, m0 # 1.

Lemma 11.

dt = l.lim  (1-a)   Í
i-»i- JoJo

Proof.   Integrating by parts, we find

• 3it/2 /«3ji/2/• 3)1/2 /«3JI/2

(cos t)lfdt = (1 - a)-1 f1"* sin t dt.
Jo Jo

Therefore,
r> 3x/2 /• 3k/2

lim (1-a) (cos t)lt"dt = sin t dt = 1.
ot-*l- Jo Jo

Lemma  12.    There exists an A0 and an a0 such that for all A ^ A0 and all

a ^ a0, FM) > 0.

Proof.

F./M) =1    i1-" sin ¿í dí4- I     (sin t)¡t dt.

Integrating by parts, we find that

j     i1_<"sin At dt = - (cos A) IA 4- ¿_1(1 - a) T'cos At dt
Jo Jo

/•GO /• 00

(sin t)/t dt = (cos 4) M + (si» ^)M2 - 2        (sin r)/i3 dr.

I
Since

/•CO

isin t)/t3dt     g IM2,

FaM)  ^ ¿_1(1 - a) f    racos /li dt - 21 A2.
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Also, since

'A

I t "costdt^ 0,
3*/2

3b/2

FM)  ^ (11 A2) \a\í - «)  J       C cos t dt - 2].

By Lemma 11, an a0 may be chosen so that for all a, a0 ^ a ^ 1,

r3"12 _ 1
(1-a) t "cos t dt> —.

Jo 2

Now choose an A0 for which Aô°> 4. Since ^4" is an increasing function of

both a and A, this choice of A0 and a0 gives the desired result.

Proof of Theorem 7. If there are values of a arbitrarily close to 1 for which

FM) < 0 for some A, then A^A0by Lemma 12. However, in this case, m0 = 1.

This contradicts Lemma 10 and completes the proof of Theorem 7.

Let a" denote the Hausdorff means given by git) = f. We shall show that

a"~h, h > 0 and a — h > 0, may be expressed as linear means of the sequence

{al} with the property that the corresponding matrix M (see [12, p. 74]) is a

positive regular matrix. This will then imply (see [12, p. 110]) that if the Gibbs

phenomenon does not occur for git) = t" for a = a0, it will not occur for any

smaller value of a.

From (1),

a'n  = a £o(l)s>f*  <'+*-1  0--t)"-kdt

= a Ío(l)sñ-k  JT ftl-üT-*-1*.

This last expression is precisely the Cesàro means of order a(g(i) = 1 — (1 — i)*)

of the sequence £„_*, fc = 0,1, ••-,«. Therefore,

AM, = z ¿r^si
*=o

where (see [12, p. 77])

_ (g + l)...(g + H) _(at + n\

A"~ n\ ~\   n   J'

Thus,

Att = 2   AT % + A°„- % = A"n. !<_, + Al
k=0
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and

<«-i

A*

fí")
CT1)
(" » ")

a 4- n '

a

a 4- n

Therefore,

(7) o-„ = :<-i +
a

a 4- n a 4- n    "

Using equation (7), it is easy to show by induction that

«-* _        «-*»        [",„ , _v_«   , hnoxn_,_ An(n - 1) <-2_

a(n + a - A) |/~        ; "       n - 1 4- a - A       (n-l+a-A)(n-24-a-A)

... _ft«!o-ô_1
(n-l4-a-A)(n-24-a-A)---(a-A) J'

4-

Consequently,   the   elements   ank   of   the   matrix   M   which   determines

a"~k as linear means of a"„ are given by

(8) a„t =

AAÎ
ota«-*     '

(a — h) (a 4- n)

.  a(n 4- a — h)     '

n # k,

n = k.

Now, by (8),

hA"~h~1
lim ant =   lim       * = 0   (see [12, p. 77]),

and

hAr"'1
Z   ank =   Z

* = 0 a^ï-*
+

(a-f¡)(a + «)

a(n 4- a — h)

hA*nZ\   | (a-A)(a4-n)

a.4*-'1        a(n 4- a — h)

hn (a — A)(a 4- ri)

a(a -ft + n)
4-

(n 4- a — A)

(see [12, p. 77])

= 1.
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Therefore, the Toeplitz conditions for regularity are satisfied, and the matrix M

is a positive regular matrix. Lemma 5 implies that the set of n, for which

git) = t" exhibits the Gibbs phenomenon, is open. Summing up, we have

Theorem 8. There is a constant n0, 1 < n0 < 2, sucA that the Gibbs phenom-

enon will hold for git) = t" if n > n0 and will not hold ifO < n ^ n0.

By Lemma 3, when git) = i1+" (A(i) = f), 0 < a < 1,

FÍA) = (a I A) f    f'1 cos At dt +Oil I A2).
Jo

Applying Brom wich's theorem (in the form used in [5, p. 296]) to the above

integral, we get

FÍA) = ar(a)(cos a7t/2) A~(1+x) 4- oM~(1+a)).

Therefore, when n0 < n < 2, the corresponding FÍA) is positive for all large A,

even though git) = t" presents the phenomenon.

It is well known (e.g., see [3, p. 264]) that the Cesàro and Holder means of like

order are equivalent. In spite of this, the respective constants, which determine

for what orders the Gibbs phenomenon will hold, are unequal. The mere fact,

then, that two summability methods are equivalent does not necessarily imply

that the phenomenon will hold simultaneously for both. The following theorem

lends emphasis to this assertion.

Theorem 9. TAe Hausdorff means given by git) = f,a> 0, are equivalent

to each other.

Proof. Let pni denote the regular moment constant of rank n corresponding

to the function gff), i.e.,

VnA= j    fdgiit).

Two regular Hausdorff summability methods given by g,it) and g2it) are

equivalent if and only if pn_, ¡p„12 and p„,2¡pn>, are both regular moment constants

(e.g., see [3, p. 262]).

If, then, g,it) = t" and g2(0 = i"2 we must show that

£nA_ _(1 4-n/«2)

p„t2      it+n/a,)

and that p„,2Ip„a are both regular moment constants. This, however, is true

[3, p. 264] and the proof is complete.

5. Positive definite functions.

Lemma 13. Let fix) e L*( — co, co ). /(x) ^ 0 almost everywhere if and only

i//*(x), the Fourier transform of fix), is positive definite.
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Proof.    Suppose that /(x) ^ 0 almost everywhere.

(9) /*(x) = (2tc)-1/2  I*" eix,fit)dt.
J— 00

Since/(x)eL1( — oo, go) and is nonnegative almost everywhere,

«(f) = f   f(y)dy
J— 00

is an increasing bounded function of (. Equation (9) may now be written as :

/*(x) = (2tt)-1/2  f      eixtdait),
J— 00

which, by Bochner's theorem [2, p. 59], implies that/*(x) is positive definite.

Suppose now that /*(x) is positive definite. If

fl-|x|/Ä,      \x\ZR,
P(x) = <

I 0, \x\>R,

then

2    (1 - cos Rx)
^x)--k--—rT>-•

Thus, p*(x) e L1 and is positive. Since p(x) e L1 and is of bounded variation,

p(x)
/• 00

= (27t)_1/2 e-ix,p*it) dt      (see [2, p. 12]).
J — 00

Hence, as above, p{x) is positive definite. Since /(x) e L1, it is known [2, p. 14]

that almost everywhere

/(x)=   lim(27r)-1/2   T   e-*'[l -111 ]/*(,)</,
«-►oo J-K L K   J

=   lim(27r)-1/2   f     e-ixtpit) f*it) dt.
R-*tx> J — oo

p(f) • /*(i)> the product of two positive definite functions, is positive definite

and belongs to L1 for every R. Hence, almost everywhere, /(x) is the limit of

positive functions (see [2, p. 26]). This completes the proof.

From (4),

F'iA) =        cos At git) dt - (sin A)jA- -        cos At\l - g(i)] dt.
Jo Jo

Since F(0) = 7r/2 and F(oo) = 0, F(4) is positive for all ¿^0 if F\A) is
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negative for all A > 0. To find the conditions on g(i) for this to occur, we recall

our definition: g(i) = 1  for  i>l  and gi~ t) = git). Therefore,

1    f °°
F'iA)=-- J   ^e'At[l-git)]dt.

It follows from [2, p. 26] that   }™œeiA'[l - git)] dt ^ 0 if 1 - git) is positive

definite. Lemma 1 now gives

Theorem 10.   git) will not exhibit the Gibbs phenomenon i/1— git) is positive

definite.

It has been shown elsewhere [6] that, of all regular Hausdorff means, this class

and only this class will not exhibit the generalized Gibbs phenomenon.

Choose a function f*ÍA) with the properties :

1.       /*04)eL2(- oo,oo),

(10) 2.      PÍA) ^ 0   for A è 0,

3.       /*( - A) = -PÍA)   for A > 0.

Since FÍA) is odd and continuous, git) will not exhibit the Gibbs phenomenon

if and only if H*ÍA) ^ 0 almost everywhere, where

(11) H*(A) = 2f*iA) ■ FÍA).

Recalling that A(i) = git) ¡t, we may write

ÍF(A)=-0I2) e'A'h(t)dt.
J — CO

Let A(i) e L2(0,1). Since A(i) e L2(l, oo ) and A( - t) = - hit), FÍA) e L2( - co ,oo).

By the Schwarz inequality, H*ÍA) e Ü since/*(4) e L2. Thus, by Lemma 13, ff*L4)

is positive almost everywhere if and only if its Fourier transform, H(x), is positive

definite. By Parseval's theorem [11, p. 70], H(x) = i-„fix + i)A(0 dt, where

ifit) is the Fourier transform of /*(()■ We have, then,

Theorem 11. Let A(f) = gít)¡teL2ÍO,\), and let fit)eL2i - oo,oo) be any

odd function such that the Fourier transform, Pit), of — ifit) satisfies conditions

(10). git) will exhibit the Gibbs phenomenon if and only if

Joo
fix + t) hit) dt

-00

is not positive definite.

In order that a function H(x) be positive definite, it is necessary that H(0)

2; | W(x) | for all x [2, p. 60]. This condition alone suffices to determine whether or

not a given git) exhibits the phenomenon.
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Theorem 12. Suppose that git), with A(i) e L2(0,1), exhibits the Gibbs phe-

nomenon. It is possible to find an fit) so that the function H(x) defined in Theorem

11 does not attain its maximum at x = 0.

Proof. Since git) exhibits the phenomenon, F(^4) must be negative for all A

in some interval 0 ^ a ^ A g b. Define PÍA) as follows:

r       1,      a^A^b,

PÍA) - j - 1,       -b£A£-a,
[      0,      elsewhere.

f*ÍA) satisfies conditions (10), H*iA) (11) is always negative and, therefore,

—H(x) is positive definite by Lemma 13. Thus, the maximum is not attained at x=0.

Lemma 14. Let /(t)eL'( — co,co) be positive decreasing for t Ï; 0 and odd.

Then PÍA) = - i ¡-«ß1*' fit) dt is odd and ^ 0/or A ̂  0.

Proof.

sin At fit) dt.
o

Pólya [8, p. 378] proved (13) is nonnegative for A 2; 0 if/(i) is positive decreasing

for t ^ 0.

This lemma alone provides an abundance of /(/) which may be used in the

formulation of //(x), for PÍA) will satisfy conditions (10), if, in addition,

fit) eL2( — oo, oo). For example, the following two choices of fit) will be shown

to yield much additional information.

r a -1,        O^t^a,

(14) fit) - \ - (a + 0. - a g t < 0,
10, \t\>a.

fl,       O^i^a,

(15) /(0= \-h    -a£t<0,
[0,       \t\>a.

Theorem 13. Let A(f) e L2(0,1). git) will exhibit the Gibbs phenomenon if,

for any value of a > 0,

-2aKíx) +   Í      K(t)dt+  f    'K(t) dt
Jo Jo

is convex in some neighborhood of x = 0, where Kit) =  Jo'ftOO dy.

Proof.   Using (14) as our fit), we find that (12) becomes

/*a-x /• x px + a

Hix) = ia-t- x)A(i) dt -     ia + t- x)A(i) dt + \      (a - f 4- x)A(i) dt.
Jo Jo Jx
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Integration by parts yields

ñx + a ñ a — x

(16) H(x) = - 2aKix) 4- Kit)dt+\       Kit)dt.
Jo Jo

If H(x) is convex in a neighborhood of x = 0, it is not positive definite, and the

proof follows from Theorem 11.

Theorem 14. Let A(0) = 0, let A(x) be continuous in some neighborhood of

x = a > 0, and let A'(x) exist in some right-hand neighborhood of x = 0. git)

will exhibit the Gibbs phenomenon if

h'ix) < (112a) [A(x + a) + /i(a - x)]

in some right-hand neighborhood of x = 0.

Proof. For values of x in some right-hand neighborhood of x = 0, we get

from (16) that

H'ix)  =   - 2ahix) + Kix + a) - Kia - x),

H"ix)  =  - 2ah'ix) 4- A(x + a) + A(a - x).

By hypothesis, H"(x) is positive for all x in some right-hand neighborhood of

x = 0 and H\0) = 0. Consequently, ii(x) is convex in some neighborhood of

x = 0, and the proof is completed by the preceding theorem.

Theorem 8 may be used to show that Theorem 14 is not true if either of the

conditions, A(0) = 0 and h'ix) < (l/2a)[/i(x + a) + A(a — x)], is removed.

Theorem 15. Let A(i) e L2(0,1). git) will exhibit the Gibbs phenomenon if,

for any value of a > 0,

Kia -x) + Kia + x) - 2K(x)

is convex in some neighborhood of x = 0, where Kix) = joKt) dt.

Proof.    Use (15) in (12).   Then

(17) Hix) = Kia -x) + Kia + x) - 2K(x),

and the proof follows as in Theorem 13.

The next theorem follows from this as Theorem 14 followed from Theorem 13.

Theorem 16. Let ft(0) = 0, and leth'ix) exist in some right-hand neighborhood

of x = 0 and some neighborhod of x = a > 0. git) will exhibit the Gibbs

phenomenon if

h'ix) < -y [A'(a - x) 4- h\a + x)]

in some right-hand neighborhood of x = 0.
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We now present two theorems which, unlike every other theorem encountered

so far, do not require any statement concerning continuity, discontinuity, bounded

variation, differentiability, or order of zero.

Theorem 17. Let A(i) 6 L2(0,1). git) will exhibit the Gibbs phenomenon if,

for some a>0,   jô Kt)dt^0.

Proof.   Using (17), we get //(0) ^ 0. Therefore H(x) is not positive definite.

Theorem 18. Let A(i) e L2(0,1). g(f) will exhibit the Gibbs phenomenon if,

for some a > 0,

(18) f   hit)dt>4 f  hit) at.
Jo Jo

Proof. It follows from (17) and (18) that H(a) > J7(0). Hence, tf(x) is not

positive definite.

6. Remark. We recall that Theorem 3 required the apparently peculiar

condition that A'(l) ¥= — 1. We are now in a position to show that this condition

is by no means peculiar, and that we may improve upon the theorem.

Let us again use (14) in (12). Then, H"(x) = A(a - x) 4- A(a 4- x) - 2aA'(x).

Suppose that /i(0) = 0 and that A'(x) is continuous in 0 :£ x ^ 1. (Note that,

unlike Theorem 3, A'(x) is not required to be of bounded variation.) If A'(l — ) = — 1

(in Theorem 3, A(x) was not defined for | x | > 1 so that A'(l) meant the one-sided

derivative), then since hix) = 1 ¡x for x > 1 (and /i( — x) = — A(x)), A'(x) will be

continuous and bounded in — oo < x < co. Then, H"(x) and i/(x) belong to L1

and are continuous and bounded in ( — oo,oo). Bochner [1, p. 96] has shown

that, under these circumstances, H(x) is positive definite if and only if — f/"(x) is

positive definite. Hence, if A'(l — ) = — 1, there is the possibility that — H"(x)

is positive definite and, therefore, so is Hix). Consequently, git) will not exhibit

the Gibbs phenomenon.

We may, however, include the following theorem as a companion to Theorem 3.

Theorem 19.   Let h\x) exist and be continuous and bounded in

— oo < x < oo ,

and let /)(0) = 0. git) will exhibit the Gibbs phenomenon if A'(0) ̂  A(a)/a.

Note that here we permit h'ÍO)^hía)¡a while in Theorem 14, the strict

inequality was required. We may do so since A'(0) = hid)¡a implies — 7/"(0) = 0

so that — H"ix) cannot be positive definite.
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